EMPOWER – ELEVATE – IMPACT

Women That Influence
Keynotes, Workshops, Breakouts and Webinars provide
insight to build Power & Influence, attract more Business,
win more Cases, and achieve your Goals and Vision!

Sara Canuso
President — Women That Influence

If you want to suceed in life, you have to know what
you want, when you want to have it, why and how
you intend to get it. You can make it happen, but too
often we stand in our own way. Our keynotes and
workshops will help you to understand the Universal
Principles of commanding abundance, removing
obstacles, and achieving your desired outcomes.

As an author, certified seminar leader and inspiring
dynamic keynote speaker, Sara shares practical
tools that inspire confidence and give people clarity
and power to achieve their fullest potential.
Sara addresses thousands of people annually at
workshops, keynote presentations, corporate
training seminars and conferences, producing
immediate and lasting results.

Personal Branding for Impact
Establishing your personal brand is a requirement in
today’s business arena. In this workshop, you will
learn how to identify your brand and increase your
ability to close deals through relationship building,
networking confidence, and creating opportunities.

The Power of Influence
Learn to avoid hidden challenges that might inhibit
your ability to influence. We will demonstrate how
to exhibit leadership with indirect authority, and
create with a “tool kit” to maximize your personal
power.

Body Language Speaks
This workshop will demonstrate how to control and
align your non-verbal cues with your personal brand
and increase your ability to “navigate the room”
with ease and confidence.

Present with Power
Overcome the fear of public speaking and present
with confidence. In this workshop, seasoned
presenters will demonstrate how to take your
delivery to the next level.

Rainmaking
Establishing your personal brand is a requirement in
today’s business arena. In this workshop you will
learn how to identify your brand and increase your
ability to close deals through relationship building,
networking confidence, and creating opportunities.

Sara’s recent book,
You’ve Always Had
The Power, Igniting Your
Mindset, Power, Influence
& Income is a life changer!

Phone: 215.948.2705

BOOKING INFORMATION:

Email: sara@womenthatinfluence.com

Web: womenthatinfluence.com

